
Big IDEA   
Optional Proposal Draft {using proposal template} 
MW Crew: Monday {4/11} @ 9:30am 
PM Crew: Monday {4/11} @ 6pm 
TR Crew: Tuesday {4/12} @ 9:30am 

Typed Final Proposal + Polished sketch/plan, using proposal template: 
ALL CREWS: Friday {4.15} @ Menil Field Trip 

2 on 1 Progress Critique:  
MW Crew: Wednesday {4/20} @ 9:30am                                                                           
PM Crew: Wednesday {4/20} @ 6pm                                                                                                   
TR Crew: Thursday {4/21} @ 9:30am


Group Critique*  
MW Crew: Monday {4/25} @ 9:30am                                                                           
PM Crew: Monday {4/25} @ 6pm                                                                                                   
TR Crew: Tuesday {4/26} @ 9:30am  
*Please follow your WASH team faculty’s instructions on where, how & exactly what time the 
work needs to be installed. Instructions may vary slightly for each crew.  

Choose your own adventure:

Throughout the WASH program, you have been given visual problems to 
solve and parameters to follow. Your final art piece is an opportunity to 
implement what you have learned in WASH by working within your own self-
imposed limitations {form, material, process} to create a high quality work 
that is idea driven. Ideas come in many shapes and sizes. This piece must 
be big in IDEA, not necessarily in scale.  

	 

Risk taking Requirements: 
+ This piece should demonstrate your new understanding of object/image 

making. Embrace & expand upon your new artistic habits rather than fall 
back on your old habits.  


+ Consider the interdisciplinary based work you have made in WASH and 
develop a piece that explores the intersection of form, material or concept, 
rather than making a traditional painting or drawing.


+ You may choose to create a new companion piece that is derivative in 
approach to a work you have already made in WASH, however, you can 
not simply remake or revisit a former WASH project.


+ First, commit to an IDEA & explore which material and/or process best 
suits that idea {video,  installation, assemblage, surface based work or 
space based work}
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S T U D I O


idea 
noun  
{complex word that applies to any 
aspect of mental activity} 

concept, notion, thought; image, 
visualization, hypothesis, 
postulation, plan, scheme, vision, 
aim, intention, purpose, objective, 
suggestion, brainchild, target, goal, 
theory, opinion, belief, attitude, 
impression, conclusion, feeling, 
inkling, hunch, clue, notion, 
impression, sense, essence, gist, 
drift, point, aim, implication, motive, 
design, conjecture, calculate, dream


Proposal Template can be 
found on shuWASH.com 

Collaborative Teaching Team:                                            Valerie + Ron + Jess + Heather Joy
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+ Since both formal and conceptual themes are present in all art, it is 
important for you to create a work that is both conceptually dazzling and 
formally interesting.


 

Big Idea Group Critique:

For critique purposes your work will be displayed in the WASH building 
along side your peers in assigned spots that will be given to you by your 
instructors, based on your well communicated requests in your proposal.  


What’s the Big Idea? Typed Proposal + Sketch: 
Due at the start of the WASH Menil Field trip on Friday, April 15th.   

Make sure to use the proposal template posted on  shsuWASH.com, which 
outline how to address the following components:

Overview of your project & timeline Formal themes/details 

Conceptual themes/details  	 	 Material process details


POLISHED SKETCH/PLAN: 
This needs to be detailed & thoughtfully done. You may include more than 
one view as well as details of this idea. You may use any materials you wish 
to complete this sketch/plan. The goal is to communicate your idea!


Grade Evaluation:

All WASH projects will be graded based on the following rubric: Design {30} + Craft 
{30} + Concept {20} + Presentation/Critique {10} + Problem Solving/Artistic Process 
{10}.
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